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Introduction 

 

This document provides a description of the work carried out with regard to post processing the 

motion capture data sets that created the WhoLoDancE repository. It illustrates the stages taken 

in the post processing, the way the data sets were arranged, the guidelines that were used during 

the post processing stages and the rationale for choosing those guidelines.  At the end of the 

deliverable is a list of the data per dance genre. 
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Description of the data sets 
 

The data sets resulting from the multiple motion capture sessions done in Amsterdam in 2016, 
(>6000 files) were curated and trimmed before going through the post processing stage.  
 
Post processing of 3D motion data involves several stages, as defined here below: 
 

 Cross sequence parallel data isolation for body segments (both in the same dance genre 
and cross genre) 

 Processing each sequence to fit on to all the created avatars (optimizing body segment 
length) 

 Conversion of the data sets to several data formats that can be used optimally in the 
chosen project convergence software (in our case Unity3D) 

 Compression of the files to shorten loading times in the blending engine and in the 
repository. 

 
The data sets created were arranged in a relational database that was segmented according to 
several principals, to ensure usability by all partners. The principals for the database were: 

 Top level – dance genre 

 Second level – movement principals 

 Third level – body parts (mainly for blending usage and similarity search)  
 

Guidelines for processing 
 

Each stage in the data post processing has specific guidelines: 
 

 Stage 1: Cross sequence parallel data isolation for body segments  
 

o In every sequence, the movement was processed to isolate accelarations and 
velocities per body part. The guideline here is to create arrays of similar sequence 
parts as a lookup table for the blending engine’s biomechanical layer. 

o Also in every sequence, a second lookup table was created that included the frame 
times of impact (either floor contacts or inter-frame strong acceleration and 
velocities vector changes). 

o Every part of the body in every sequence got a tag. This tag is used in the blending 
engine, and will also be used in Unity when the outputs of all partners will 
converge. 
 
 

 Stage 2: Processing each sequence to fit on to all the created avatars 
 

o Every avatar created has slightly different body segment length ratio. (This excludes 
the “blob” avatar whose purpose is real-time visualization of the space the body 
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occupies in motion and has no specific body parts.) 
o The post processing work involved scaling every chosen sequence to fit the body 

part and inverse-kinematic joints scale, so that the movement resulted realistic. 
o While doing this, we also had to make sure that all the data remained blendable. 

This was achieved by associating two sets of references per sequence, one with the 
modified segment length and the other, maintaining the performer original 
dimensions.  

 

 Stage 3: Conversion of the data sets to several data formats that can be used optimally in 
the chosen project convergence software 
 

o The main data format throughout the WhoLodance project is FBX. (Autodesk) 
FBX® data exchange technology is a 3D asset exchange format that facilitates 
higher-fidelity data exchange between 3ds Max, Maya, MotionBuilder, Mudbox and 
other propriety and third-party software.  

o We chose to work with FBX since it enables opening and reviewing both 3D models 
and animation / motion capture data with parallel visual fidelity in many software 
platforms.  

o While working primarily with FBX, we also needed to convert the data to several 
other formats. Those formats propagated to works by different consortium 
partners that needed higher abstraction levels. The additional format that the data 
sets were converted to were: Json, C#, Python and Java.   

 
 

 Stage 4: Compression of the files to shorten loading times in the blending engine and in the 
repository. 
 

o A separate post processing activity - specifically for the blending engine - involved 
data compression, in order to shorten loading times. 

Sets selection rationale 

 
A training set is a special set of labelled data providing known information that is used in the 

supervised learning to build a classification or regression model. In the WhoLodancE context, this 

work is done primarily for implementation inside the Blending Engine. We looked at each 

sequence as a training instance as a feature vector together with an appropriate output value 

(body part label, velocity based class identifier). Deduced classification or regression functions 

were used to assess appropriate output value for any input vector (in our case this helped to set 

aside all sequences that had commonalities of, for example, using large stage space versus all 

sequences that were created in confined stage space. The goal of the training phase was to 

estimate parameters of the body movements (per sequence / body part) to predict output values 

with a good predictive performance in real use of the model. 
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The data sets list are presented in the deliverable appendix.  
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APPENDIX – Data sets list 
 

What proceeds below is a series of sets lists for each of the dance genres that were captured. The data sets 

list is in the following order: Greek Folk dance, Contemporary, Classical Ballet and Flamenco.  

These set lists were pulled from  the main WhoLoDancE data server.  

 Greek  Folk dance 
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 Contemporary dance 
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 Classical Ballet 
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 Flamenco dance 
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In summary, what has been highlighted is a series of FBX files that were post processed for final 

usage within all the WhoLoDancE partners’ applications. This impacts the project in the following 

ways:       

 It directly feeds into the evaluative work that is being carried out in WP7 

 It is also used in the development of other project tools like the ChoreoMorhphy by Athena 

and the applications developed by UniGe and PoliMi. 

 It provides the base data for usage within the blending engine.  
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The consortium needed this backend work to be performed by Motek in an effort to carry out the 

series of annotations of each of the dance genres. The dance partners and the technology partners 

have integrated these FBX files and data sets into the developmental stages of the other tools. The 

files are critical data sets that underpin the project’s future work. 
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